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In this paper we are concerned to reveal that any spacetime structure 〈M,g,D, τg, ↑
〉, which is a model of a gravitational field in General Relativity generated by an
energy-momentum tensor T — and which contains at least one nontrivial Killing
vector field A— is such that the 2-form field F = dA (where A = g(A, )) satisfies a
Maxwell like equation — with a well determined current that contains a term of the
superconducting type— which follows directly from Einstein equation. Moreover,
we show that the resulting Maxwell like equations, under an additional condition
imposed to the Killing vector field, may be written as a Navier-Stokes like equation
as well. As a result, we have a set consisting of Einstein, Maxwell and Navier-Stokes
equations, that follows sequentially from the first one under precise mathematical
conditions and once some identifications about field variables are evinced, as ex-
plained in details throughout the text. We compare and emulate our results with
others on the same subject appearing in the literature. In Appendix A we fix our no-
tation and recall some necessary material concerning the theory of differential forms,
Lie derivatives and the Clifford bundle formalism used in this paper. Moreover, we
2comment in Appendix B on some analogies (and main difference) between our re-
sults with ones obtained long ago by Bergmann and Kommar which are reviewed
and briefly criticized.
I. INTRODUCTION
Einstein equations – relating geometry and matter – and the Navier-Stokes equation
– that dictates fluid hydrodynamics – have been interplaying their roles recently. Ev-
ery solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation in p + 1 dimensions was shown
to be uniquely associated to a dual solution of the vacuum Einstein equations in p + 2
dimensions.[4]. Furthermore, the authors in [? ] show that cosmic censorship might be
associated to global existence for Navier- Stokes or the scale separation characterizing tur-
bulent flows, and in the context of black branes in AdS5, Einstein equations are show to
be led to nonlinear equations of boundary fluid dynamics from [2]. In addition, gravity
variables can provide a geometrical framework for investigating fluid dynamics, in a sense
of a geometrization of turbulence [? ].
Our main aim in this paper is further to provide precisely the formal relationship between
such equations, together with the Maxwell equations. More specifically, in General Relativ-
ity, a Lorentzian spacetime structure (LSTS) 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 represents a given gravitational
field [29], generated by an energy-momentum distribution T ∈ sec T 20M , which dynamics
is determined by Einstein equation. In this paper we assume ab initio that the LSTS
〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 is solely an effective description of a gravitational field [10, 27], and that
indeed all physical fields are interpreted in the sense of Faraday and living in a Minkowski
spacetime structure 〈M = R4, g˚, D˚, τ˚g, ↑〉. Under this assumption, our main aim in this
paper is to show (Section 2) that when the effective LSTS 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 possesses at least
one nontrivial Killing vector field A ∈ sec TM , if we denote by A = g(A, ) ∈ sec∧1T ∗M
the Killing 1-form field, then assuming the validity of Einstein equation, the field F = dA
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3satisfies Maxwell like equations with a well determined current1. Moreover, the Maxwell like
equations satisfied by F are compatible with Einstein equation in a sense explained in the
proof of Proposition 1. We furthermore delve into this approach and prove (Section 3) that
the Maxwell like equations (the one that follows from Einstein equation) may be written
as a Navier-Stokes equation for an inviscid fluid, once we identify a) a relation between the
Killing 1-forms A and2 A˚ = g˚(A, ) and b) the components of F˚ = dA˚ to some variables
which appear in the Navier-Stokes equation, including as postulate that the electric like
components of F˚ are equal to the components of the Lamb vector field l of the Navier-Stokes
fluid minus a well determined vector field d that we impose to be a gradient of a smooth
function χ. Obviously, not any Killing vector field A in the LSTS 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 satisfies
that postulate, but as an example in Section III shows, the postulate has some non trivial
realizations. The equation dF˚ = 0 then becomes the Helmholtz equation for conservation
of vorticity. In addition, since F = F˚ + G (Remark 8) where G is a closed 2-form field,
the homogeneous Maxwell like equation for F is also equivalent to the Helmholtz equation
for conservation of vorticity. In addition, taking again into account that the Navier-Stokes
fluid flows in Minkowski spacetime structure and that the LSTS structure 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉
is an effective one, according to ideas developed in [10, 27], the non homogeneous Maxwell
like equation for F (and hence the one for F˚ as well) written in terms of the flat connec-
tion D˚ results in a set of algebraic equations (Eq.(42)) for the components of A (or for A˚).
Such equations constrain the identification of its components to the fields appearing in the
Navier-Stokes and Einstein equations, since the energy-momentum tensor of the matter field
gets related to the field variables associated to the Navier-Stokes equation model.
To summarize, we find Maxwell (like) and Navier-Stokes (like) equations that encodes
in precise mathematical sense discussed below the contents of Einstein equation when some
well defined conditions are satisfied for a given arbitrary nontrivial Killing vector field of
the effective LSTS 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉. In Section 4 we present our conclusions, where our
achievements are briefly compared with other proposals to identify a correspondence between
solutions of Einstein and Navier-Stokes equations in spacetimes of different dimensions.
1 Our proof of this statement in the Clifford bundle formalism [25] is straightforward when compared with
standard tensorial methods.
2 The 1-form fields A and A˚ are related by A = g(A˚) and F = dg(A˚) where g is a well defined extensor
field [10, 25] (see below).
4Also, in Appendix A we fix our notation and recall some necessary material concerning
the theory of differential forms, Lie, derivatives and the Clifford bundle used in this paper.
Moreover, we comment in Appendix B on some analogies (and main difference) between
our results with ones obtained long ago by Bergmann and Kommar which are reviewed and
briefly criticized.
II. THE MAXWELL LIKE EQUATION FOLLOWING FROM EINSTEIN
EQUATION
In this Section we prove two lemmata, a proposition and a corollary whose objective
is to obtain (given the conditions satisfied by A mentioned in the Introduction) Maxwell
like equations for the electromagnetic like field F = dA (where A = g(A, )) with a well
determined current like term. More precisely we have
Proposition 1 Let A = g(A, ) ∈ sec∧1T ∗M , where A is a nontrivial Killing vector field
in a LSTS 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 which represents a gravitational field generated by a given energy-
momentum distribution T ∈ secT 20M according to Einstein equation. Then A satisfies the
wave equation
A− R
2
A = T (A), (1)
where  is the covariant D’Alembertian3, R is the scalar curvature, T (A) := T µAµ ∈
sec
∧1T ∗M , where the T µ = T µν ϑν ∈ sec∧1T ∗M are the energy-momentum 1-form fields,
with T = Tµνϑ
µ ⊗ ϑν. Moreover Eq.(1) is always compatible with Einstein equation4.
Moreover, denoting F = dA and by δ
g
the Hodge coderivative operator, we have the
Corollary 2
dF = 0, δ
g
F = −RA− 2T (A). (2)
Before proceeding, note that the field F ∈ sec∧2T ∗M satisfies Maxwell like equations
with a current J = RA − 2T (A) that splits in a part Js = RA, of the “superconducting”
type.
3 In this paper we use the nomenclature and (whenever possible) the notations in [25]. The covariant
D’Alembertian is  = ∂ · ∂ where ∂ = ϑµDeµ is the Dirac operator acting on sections of the Clifford
bundle Cℓ(M, g).
4 Keep in mind that the validity of Einstein equation is an hypothesis in the proposition.
5In order to present proofs for the propositions above, the bundle of differential forms is
embedded in the Clifford bundle5 —
∧
T ∗M =
⊕4
r=0
∧
T rM →֒ Cℓ(M, g), where Cℓ(M, g) is
the Clifford bundle of differential forms [25] where g is the metric of the cotangent bundle.
[20].
To start the proof of the propositions we need two lemmata whose detailed proofs are
given in [26].
Lemma 3 If a vector field A ∈ sec TM , with M part of the structure 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 is a
Killing vector field, then δ
g
A = 0, where A = g(A, ) = Aµϑ
µ = Aµϑµ.
Lemma 4 If A ∈ sec TM (where M is part of the structure 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉) is a Killing
vector field, then
∂ ∧ ∂A = A = RµAµ, (3)
where ∂ = ϑµDeµ is the Dirac operator acting on the sections of the Clifford bundle
Cℓ(M, g) and ∂ ∧ ∂ is the Ricci operator acting on sec∧1T ∗M →֒ sec Cℓ(M, g). Finally
Rµ ∈ sec∧1T ∗M →֒ sec Cℓ(M, g) are the Ricci 1-form fields, with Rµ = Rµνϑν, where Rµν
are the components of the Ricci tensor.
Now all pre-requisites necessary to prove Proposition 1 are presented, but before its proof
is evinced an observation is necessary.
Remark 5 In the theory presented in [26] the field A is supposed to be (up to
a dimensional constant) the electromagnetic potential of a genuine electromagnetic
field created by a given superconducting current and interacting with the gravita-
tional field. Then, clearly, the field F = dA in [26] is supposed to au-
tomatically satisfy Maxwell equations. In what follows we only suppose that
A = g(A, ), where A is a Killing vector field in the structure 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉.
It is not supposed that A is the electromagnetic potential of a genuine electromagnetic field.
Proof. (of Proposition1) Under the hypothesis of Proposition 1, Einstein equation (in
geometrical units) is written as Ricci− 1
2
Rg = T (Ricci = Rµνϑ
µ⊗ϑν) and can be rewritten
in the equivalent form [17]
Rµ − 1
2
Rϑµ = T µ. (4)
5 A →֒ B means that A is embedded in B and A ⊆ B.
6Now, we use the fact that the Ricci operator satisfies ∂∧∂ϑµ = Rµ and moreover that it is
an extensorial operator6, i. e., Aµ(∂ ∧ ∂ϑ
µ) = ∂ ∧ ∂A. After multiplying Eq.(4) by Aµ it
follows that
∂ ∧ ∂A− 1
2
RA = T (A), (5)
where T (A) = T µAµ ∈ sec
∧1T ∗M →֒ sec Cℓ(M, g). Now using Eq.(3) which states that
∂ ∧ ∂A = A, it reads
A− 1
2
RA = T (A), (6)
which proves the first part of the proposition. To prove that Eq.(1) is compatible with
Einstein equation we start using Eq.(3), i.e., ∂ ∧ ∂A = A = RµAµ . Eq.(1) can be
written after some trivial algebra as (Rµν − 12Rδµν + T µν )Aµ = 0. Next we observe that even
if some of the Aµ are zero in a given coordinate basis it is always possible to find a new
coordinate basis where all the A′µ =
∂x′ν
∂xµ
Aµ 6= 0. In this new basis we have
(R′µν −
1
2
Rδµν − T ′µν )A′µ = 0. (7)
Now, Eq. (7) is a homogeneous system of linear equations for the variables A′µ and since
all the A′µ 6= 0, it is necessary that det(R′µν − 12Rδµν − T ′µν ) = 0. It cannot be the case that
R′µν − 12Rδµν + T ′µν 6= 0, for the validity of Einstein equation is assumed as hypothesis. So, it
follows that Eq.(1) is compatible with the validity of Einstein equation.
Proof. (of Corollary 2) To prove the corollary we sum A = ∂ · ∂A to both members
of Eq.(5) and take into account that for any C ∈ sec Cℓ(M, g) the following expression [25]
∂2C = ∂ ∧ ∂C+∂ · ∂C holds. Then
∂2A =
1
2
RA + T (A) +A.
Now, since ∂2A = −δ
g
dA− dδ
g
A, and Lemma 3 implies that δ
g
A = 0, it follows that ∂2A =
−δ
g
F . Finally, taking into account Eq.(3) it follows that
δ
g
F = −J . (8)
Of course, J = −δ
g
F = ∂2A = ∂ · ∂A+∂ ∧ ∂A = 2RµAµ which is equivalent to Eq.(1.7) in
Papapetrou paper [23] obtained in component form. See also Eq.(5) of [9]. When Einstein
6 Note that the covariant D’Alembertian ∂ · ∂ is not an extensorial operator, i.e., in general ∂ · ∂A 6=
Aµ∂ · ∂ϑ
µ.
7equation is valid we can immediately write taking into account Eq.(4)
J = RA+ 2T (A) (9)
and the corollary is proved.
Remark 6 We remark that since ∂ = d − δ
g
we can write a single Maxwell like equation7
for the field F associated to the Killing form A, i.e.,
∂F = RA + 2T (A). (10)
In [10] it was shown that if the manifold M is parallelizable8, i. e., there exists four
global vector fields ea ∈ sec TM , a = 0, 1, 2, 3 with {ea} a basis for TM . Take {ga} as
the dual basis of the {ea}. If a LSTS 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 is introduced by postulating that
g = ηabg
a ⊗ gb, then the gravitational field is described by field equations — equivalent
in a precise mathematical sense to Einstein equation — satisfied by the potentials ga. In
addition, they are derived through a variational principle from a Lagrangian density
Lg = 1
2
dga ∧ ⋆
g
dga − 1
2
δ
g
ga ∧ ⋆
g
δ
g
ga − 1
4
dga ∧ ga ∧ ⋆
g
(dga ∧ ga). (11)
which differs from the Einstein Hilbert Lagrangian density ( see Eq.(B4)) by an exact dif-
ferential.
The field equations for the fields Fa = dga ∈ sec∧2T ∗M are:
dFa = 0, δ
g
Fa = −(ta +Ta), (12)
where the Ta, as above, are the energy-momentum 1-form fields of the matter plus non
gravitational fields and ta are the energy-momentum the gravitational field and which are
indeed legitimate tensor objects since in [27] it has been proved that they have the very
nice and straightforward expression when the δ
g
ga = 0, i.e., the potentials are in the Lorentz
gauge9
ta = (∂ · ∂)ga +
1
2
Rga. (13)
7 No misprint here!
8 The motivation being Geroch theorem [13] which says that a necessary and sufficient condition for a
4-dimensional Lorentzian manifold 〈M,g〉 to admit spinor fields is that the orthonormal frame bundle be
trivial, which implies that the manifold is parallelizable.
9 In [27] it is not explictly mentioned that Eq.(13) is true only in the Lorenz gauge.
8Under the conditions above, if Eq.(4) is rewritten in the orthonormal cobasis {ga} it reads
Ra − 1
2
Rga = T a.
Then, as above, taking into account the definitions of the Ricci, the covariant D’Alembertian,
and the Hodge Laplacian operators, together with Eq.(13) and denoting t(A) := taAa −
Aa(∂ · ∂)g
a, the equations of motion of our theory under those conditions are expressed:
dF = 0, δ
g
F = −2(t(A) + T (A)) (14)
that can be summarized in a single equation with the use of the Dirac operator ∂ acting on
sections of the Clifford bundle:
∂F = 2(t(A) + T (A)). (15)
III. FROM MAXWELL EQUATION TO A NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION
In this Section we obtain a Navier-Stokes equation that follows from the Maxwell like
equation obtained above (that as just showed above encodes Einstein equation) once we
impose that the electric like components of F = dA satisfy Eq.(23). In order to do that
we start with the observation that the original Navier-Stokes equation describes the non
relativistic motion of a general fluid in Newtonian spacetime. It is not thus adequate to use
— at least in principle — a general Lorentzian spacetime structure 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 to describe
a fluid motion. In fact we want to describe a fluid motion in a background spacetime such
that the fluid medium, together with its dynamics, is equivalent to a Lorentzian spacetime
governed by Einstein equation in the sense described below.
In order to proceed, it was proposed in [10] a theory of the gravitational field, where
gravitation is interpreted as a plastic distortion of the Lorentz vacuum. In that theory the
gravitational field is represented by a (1, 1)-extensor field h : sec
∧1T ∗M → sec∧1T ∗M
living in Minkowski spacetime10. The field h — generated by a given energy-momentum
distribution in some region U of Minkowski spacetime — distorts the Lorentz vacuum de-
10 Minkowski spacetime is the structure 〈M = R4, ◦g, D˚, τ◦
g
, ↑〉), where ◦g is Minkowski metric, D˚ is its Levi-
Civita connection, and the remaining symbols define the spacetime orientation and the time orientation.
9scribed by the global cobasis11 〈γµ = dxµ〉, dual with respect to the basis 〈eµ = ∂/∂xµ〉 of
TM , thus generating the gravitational potentials ga = h(δaµγ
µ).
Now, in the inertial reference frame e0 = ∂/∂x
0 (according to the Minkowski spacetime
structure 〈M = R4, g˚, D˚, τ˚g, ↑〉), we write using the global coordinate functions 〈xµ〉 for
M ≃ R4,12
A =A˚µeµ :=
(
1√
1− v2 + V0 + q
)
e0 − viei = A˚µeµ = φe0 − viei, (16)
where the vector function v = (v1,v2, v3) is to be identified with the 3-velocity of a Navier-
Stokes fluid — in the inertial frame e0 according to the conditions disclosed below. Also, V0
denotes a scalar function representing an external potential acting on the fluid, and
q =
∫ (t,x)
0
dp
ρ
, (17)
where the functions p and ρ are identified respectively with the pressure and density of the
fluid and supposed functionally related, i.e., dp ∧ dq = 0. Furthermore v2 :=∑3i=1(vi)2.
Before proceeding note that φ looks like the relativistic energy per unit mass of the fluid.
Then we will write A as
A =
(
1
2
v2 + V + q
)
e0 − viei = φe0 − viei, (18)
where the new potential function V is the sum of V0 with the sum of the Taylor expansion
terms of [(1− v2)−1/2 − 1
2
v2].
Then we have
A˚ = g˚(A,) = A˚µγ
µ = ηµνA˚
νγµ = A˚µγµ, F˚ = dA˚ =
1
2
F˚µνγ
µ ∧ γν , (19)
and
A = g(A,) = Aµγ
µ = gµνA˚
νγµ = Aµγµ, F = dA =
1
2
Fµνγ
µ ∧ γν , (20)
We. proceed by identifying the magnetic like and the electric like components of the field
F˚ with components of the vorticity field and the Lamb vector field of the fluid. We remark
that whereas the identification of the magnetic like components of F˚ with the vorticity field
11 The 〈xµ〉 are global coordinate functions in Einstein-Lorentz Poincare´ gauge for the Minkowskispacetime
structure that are naturally adapted to an inertial reference frame e0 = ∂/∂x
0, D˚e0 = 0 . More details
on the concept of reference frames can be found, e.g., in [12, 25]
12 The basis {eµ} is the reciprocal basis of the basis {eµ}, i.e., g˚(eµ, eν) = δµν .
10
is natural, the identification of the electric like components of F is here postulated, i.e. we
suppose that F˚ besides being derived from a Killing vector field associated to the structure
also satisfies the constraint given by Eq.(23) below. We thus write F˚µν = (dA˚)µν as
F˚µν =


0 l1 − d1 l2 − d2 l3 − d3
−l1 + d1 0 −w3 w2
−l2 + d2 w3 0 −w1
−l3 + d3 −w2 w1 0


(21)
were w is vorticity of the velocity field
w := ∇× v, (22)
and
l := w × v, (23)
is the so called Lamb vector and moreover
d = −∇χ, (24)
where χ is a smooth function.
Remark 7 Before proceeding it is important to emphasize that the identification of the
components of F˚ with the components of the Lamb and vorticity fields has been done in an
arbitrary but fixed inertial frame e0 = ∂/∂x
0 as introduced above.
At this point we recall that the non relativistic Navier-Stokes equation for an inviscid
fluid is given by [5, 11]
∂v
∂t
+ (v · ∇)v = −∇(V + q), (25)
or using a well known vector identity,
∂v
∂t
= −w × v −∇
(
V +
p
ρ
+
1
2
v2
)
. (26)
By these identifications13, we get a Navier-Stokes like equation from the straightforward
identification of l − d = (F˚01, F˚02, F˚03) and w = (F˚32, F˚13, F˚21). Indeed, we have
F˚0i = (w × v)i − di = −∂vi
∂t
− ∂φ
∂xi
, (27)
F˚jk = −
∑3
i=1ǫijkwi, (28)
13 Other identifications of Navier-Stokes equation with Maxwell equations may be found in [31, 32].
11
where ǫijk is the 3-dimensional Kronecker symbol. Eq.(27) becomes
∂v
∂t
+w × v +∇
(
1
2
v2
)
= −∇
(
V +
p
ρ
)
+ di, (29)
and since d = −∇χ for some smooth function χ then Eq.(29) can be written as
∂v
∂t
+w × v +∇
(
1
2
v2
)
= −∇
(
V + χ+
p
ρ
)
(30)
which is now a Navier-Stokes like equation for a fluid moving in an external potential V ′ =
V + χ.
Moreover, the homogeneous Maxwell equation dF˚ = 0 is equivalent to
∇× l + ∂w
∂t
= 0,
∇ ·w = 0, (31)
which express Helmholtz equation for conservation of vorticity.
Remark 8 Note that since A = g(A, ) =Aµγ
µ = A˚µgµνγ
ν , we can write14
A = g(A˚),
where the extensor field g is defined by g(γµ) = gµνγ
ν . Thus, in general we can write since
d(F − F˚ ) = 0 , F = F˚ +G where G is a closed 2-form field15. So, dF = dF˚ = 0 express the
same content, namely Eq.(31), the Helmholtz equation for conservation of vorticity.
Remark 9 Of course, the main idea of this paper that we can get from the Maxwell like
equation that follows from the Einstein equation a Navier-Stokes equation for an inviscid
fluid depends on the existence of nontrivial solutions of Eq.(21), i.e., F˚0i = (w × v)i + di.
So, it is important to show that this equation has nontrivial realizations for at least some
Killing vector fields living in M , such that 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 models a gravitational field. That
this is the case, is easily seem if we take, e.g., the Schwarzschild spacetime structure. As
well known [19] the vector field A = ∂ϕ = −x2∂x1 + x1∂x2 is a Killing vector field for
14 We have (details in [10]) g = h†h and g˚(g(γµ),γν) = gµν = g˚(h(γµ),h(γν)) = g˚(gµ, gν).
15 Even more, taking into account that the Minkowski manifold is star shape we have that G is exact. Thus
F = F˚ + dK, for some smooth 1-form field K.
12
the Schwarzschild metric16. The 1-form field corresponding to it and living in Minkowski
spacetime is A˚ = x2dx1 − x1dx2. Thus φ = 0 and v = (x2,−x1, 0). This gives 0 = F˚0i =
−di + (w × v)i,i.e.,
d = −v × (∇× v) = ∇[(x1)2 + (x2)2], (32)
and Eq.(30) holds. More sophisticated examples for other solutions of Einstein equations
will be presented in another paper.
Remark 10 For the example given in Remark 9 we have simply A = fA˚ where f = r2 cos2 θ.
Thus in this case, we have the simple expression
F = df ∧ A˚+ fF˚ . (33)
There are many examples of Killing vector fields for which A = fA˚ and for such fields that
developments given below in terms of A are easily translated in terms of A˚. In particular,
when A = fA˚ we have the following identification of the components of the Lamb and
vorticity vector fields with the components of F ,
li = (w × v)i = 1
f
F0i − (d ln f ∧ A˚)0i,
wi = −1
2
∑3
i=1ǫijk
[
1
f
Fjk − (d ln f ∧ A˚)jk
]
. (34)
To continue, we recall that in order for the Navier-Stokes equation just obtained to
be compatible with Einstein equation it is necessary yet to take into account Eq.(8), the
non homogeneous Maxwell equation written in the structure 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉, and the fact
that A is in the Lorenz gauge, namely δ
g
A = 0, since these equations produce as we are
going to see constraints among the several fields involved, The constraints involving the
components of A = g(A,) with A defined in Eq.(16) are also encoded in Eq.(1), which
must now be expressed in terms of the objects defining the Minkowski spacetime structure
〈M = R4, g˚, D˚, τ˚g, ↑〉.
Now, taking into account that D˚g˚ = 0, we have
Dg˚ = A ∈ secT 20M ⊗
∧1T ∗M, (35)
16 The spherical coordinate functions are (r,θ, ϕ).
13
where A ∈ sec T 20M ⊗
∧1T ∗M is the non metricity tensor of D with respect to g˚. In the
coordinates 〈xµ〉 introduced above it follows that
A = Qαβσγα ⊗ γβ ⊗ γσ. (36)
Then, as it is well known17 the relation between the coefficients Γνµα and Γ˚
ν
µα associated to
the connections D and D˚ (Deµϑ
ν = −Γνµαϑα, D˚eµϑν = −Γ˚νµαϑα) in an arbitrary coordinate
vector 〈 ∂
∂xµ
〉 and covector 〈ϑν = dxν〉 bases — associated to arbitrary coordinate functions
{xµ} covering U ⊂M — are given by18
Γνµα = Γ˚
ν
µα +
1
2
Sνµα, (37)
where
Sραβ = g˚
ρσ(Qαβσ +Qβσα −Qσαβ) (38)
are the components of the so called strain tensor of the connection.
In the coordinate bases 〈 ∂
∂xµ
〉 and 〈γµ = dxµ〉, associated to the coordinate functions
〈xµ〉, it follows that Γ˚νµα = 0 and in addition the following relation for the Ricci tensor of D
holds:
Rµν = J(µν).
Denoting Kραβ = −12Sραβ, the J(µν) is the symmetric part of
Jµα = D˚αK
ρ
ρµ − D˚ρKραµ +KρασKσρµ −KρρσKσαµ.
Now, if the Dirac operator associated to the Levi-Civita connection D˚ of g˚ is introduced by
∂| := ϑµD˚ ∂
∂xµ
= γµD˚ ∂
∂xµ
(39)
it can be shown that19
∂ ∧ ∂A = (∂| ∧ ∂| )Aˇ+Lα ·˚
g
γαAˇ, (40)
where A = Aµγ
µ, Aˇκ := ηβκg
βσAσ, and L
α = ηαβJβσγ
σ. The symbol ·˚
g
denotes the scalar
product accomplished with g˚. Since ∂| ∧ ∂| Aˇ = R˚σAˇσ = R˚σα Aˇσγα = 0 it reads
∂ ∧ ∂A = ηαβJβαAˇ = η
αβJβαηικg
ισAσγ
κ. (41)
17 See, e.g., [25].
18 We use that g˚ = g˚µνϑ
µ⊗ϑν = g˚µνϑµ⊗ϑν , where {ϑµ} is the reciprocal basis of {ϑµ}, namely ϑµ = g˚αµϑα
and g˚µν g˚µκ = δ
ν
κ. In the bases associated to 〈xµ〉 it is g˚ = ηµνγµ ⊗ γν = ηµνγµ ⊗ γν [6, 7].
19 See Exercise 291 in [25].
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According to Eq.(3) ∂ ∧ ∂A = A and thus Eq.(1) can also be written as
∂ ∧ ∂A =
1
2
RA+ T (A).
Taking into account Eq.(41), the following algebraic equation20, relating the components Aσ
to the components of the energy-momentum tensor of matter and the components of the g
field that is part of the original LSTS, is obtained:
ηαβJβαηικg
ισAσ =
1
2
gµαJ(µα)Aκ + T
σ
κAσ. (42)
Eq.(42) are the constraints need to be satisfied by the variables of our theory in order for
the Navier-Stokes equation to be compatible with the contents of Einstein equation.
As a last remark we observe that Eq.(42) may be also interpreted as an equation providing
the energy-momentum tensor of the matter field as a function of the variables entering the
Navier-Stokes identification.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated that for each Lorentzian spacetime representing a gravitation field
in General Relativity which contains an arbitrary Killing vector field A, the field F =
dA (where A = g(A, )) satisfies Maxwell like equations with well determined current 1-
form field. Moreover we showed that for all Killing 1-form fields A˚ = g˚(A, ), when some
identifications of the components of A˚ and the variables entering the Navier-Stokes equation
are accomplished and in particular when the postulated nontrivial condition (Eq.(21)—
F˚0i = (dA˚)0i = li − di— is satisfied, the Maxwell like equations for F˚ and thus the ones
for F can be written as a Navier-Stokes equation representing an inviscid fluid. Thus,
the Maxwell and Navier-Stokes like equations found in this paper21 are almost directly
obtained from Einstein equation through thoughtful identification of fields. All fields in our
approach live in a 4-dimensional background spacetime, namely Minkowski spacetime and
the Lorentzian spacetime structures 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 is considered only a (sometimes useful)
20 Of course, it is a partial differential equation that needs to be satisfied by the components of the stress
tensor of the connection.
21 In [30] a fluid satisfying a particular Navier-Stokes equation is also shown to be approximately equivalent
to Einstein equation. Our approach is completely different from the one in [30].
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description of gravitational fields. Thus our approach is in contrast with the very interesting
and important studies in, e. g., [4, 14, 24] where it is shown through some identifications
that every solution for an incompressible Navier-Stokes equation in a (p + 1)-dimensional
spacetime gives rise to a solution of Einstein equation in (p + 2)-dimensional spacetime.
It is worth also to quote [22] where it is also suggested an interesting relation between
Einstein equations and the Navier-Stokes equation. Finally we remark that it is clear that
we can find examples [28] of Lorentzian spacetimes that do not have any nontrivial Killing
vector field. However, as asserted in Weinberg [34], all Lorentzian spacetimes that represent
gravitational fields of physical interest possess some Killing vector fields, and we exhibit an
example (Remark 9) the approach of the present paper applies.
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Appendix A: Some Mathematical Preliminaries
In what follows d and δ
g
denotes respectively the differential and Hodge codifferential
operators and if R ∈ sec∧rT ∗M , δR = (−1)r ⋆
g
−1 d ⋆
g
R where ⋆
g
−1is the inverse of the Hodge
star operator and if22 S ∈ sec∧sT ∗M , ⋆
g
−1S = (−1)s(4−s)sign(detg)⋆
g
S. Of course, analogous
formulas hold for δ
g˚
C.
If 〈xµ〉 are coordinates covering U ⊂M and 〈eµ = ∂/∂xµ〉 a basis for TU and 〈ϑµ = dxµ〉
the basis for T ∗U dual to the basis 〈eµ〉. Moreover we call 〈eµ〉 the reciprocal basis of 〈eµ〉
and 〈ϑµ〉 the reciprocal basis of 〈ϑµ〉. We have g(eµ, eν) = δµν and g(ϑµ,ϑν) = δµν . Here
g ∈ sec T 20M is the metric of the cotangent bundle such that if g = gµνϑµ⊗ϑν = gµνϑµ⊗ϑν
then g = gµνeµ ⊗ eν = gµνeµ ⊗ eν .
22 sign(detg) means the signal of the deterninant of the matrix with entries gµν .
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We recall also that the Dirac operator23 associated with the structure 〈M, g, D〉 by:
∂ = ϑµDeµ . (A1)
A Dirac operator ∂ act on sections of the Clifford bundle of differential forms Cℓ(M, g)
and we have for C ∈ sec Cℓ(M, g)
∂C = ∂y
g
C + ∂∧C (A2)
where y
g
denotes the left contraction and ∧ is the exterior product. It is a well known
∂y
g
C = −δ
g
C, ∂∧ C = dC, (A3)
and so
∂ = d−δ
g
(A4)
Crucial for what follows is to recall that the square of the Dirac operator ∂2 has tow non
trivial decompositions, i.e.,
∂2 = −dδ
g
− δ
g
d = ∂ ∧ ∂ + ∂ · ∂. (A5)
Before continuing take notice −dδ
g
6= ∂∧∂, −dδ
g
6= ∂ ·∂ and also −δ
g
d 6= ∂∧∂, −δ
g
d 6= ∂ ·∂.
The operator  = ∂ · ∂. is the usual covariant D’Alembertian and ∂ ∧ ∂ is called the
Ricci operator. The reason for that name is that (∂ ∧ ∂) = ϑµ = Rµ := Rµνϑν where Rµν
are the components of the Ricci tensor. The 1-form fields where Rµ are called Ricci 1-fields.
We recall also that for any C ∈ sec Cℓ(M, g) it is
⋆
g
C = C˜τ g, (A6)
where C˜ denotes the reverse of C. If C = R ∈ sec∧rT ∗M →֒ sec Cℓ(M, g) then R˜ =
(−1) 12 r(r−1)R. More details on the structures just introduced can be found in [25].
Appendix B: A Comment on the Conserved Kommar Current
Let A ∈ sec TM be the generator of a one parameter group of diffeomorphisms of M in
the spacetime structure 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 which is a model of a gravitational field generated by
23 Of course given the structure 〈M, g˚, D˚〉 we can define the Dirac operator ∂˚ = ϑµD˚eµwhich act on sections
of the Clifford bundle Cℓ(M, g˚).
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T ∈ sec T 20M (the matter plus non gravitational fields energy-momentum momentum tensor)
in Einstein GR. It is quite obvious that if we define F = dA, where A = g(A,) ∈ sec∧1T ∗M
then the current
JK = −δ
g
F (B1)
is conserved, i.e.,
δ
g
JK = 0. (B2)
Surprisingly such a trivial mathematical result seems to be very important by people working
in GR who call JK . the Kommar current
24 [15, 16]. Komar called25
E = −∫
V
⋆
g
JK =
∫
∂V
⋆
g
F (B3)
the generalized energy.
To understand why JK is considered important write the action for the gravitational plus
matter and non gravitational fields as
A =∫Lg + ∫Lm = −1
2
∫
Rτ g +
∫Lm. (B4)
Now, under the (infinitesimal) diffeormorphism h : M → M generated by A we have
that g 7→ g′ = h∗g = g + δg where26 the variation δg = −£Ag and taking into account
Cartan’s magical formula (£AJK = Ay
g
dJK + d(Ay
g
JK), JK ∈ sec
∧
T ∗M) we have
δA = ∫ δLg + ∫ δLm
= −∫£ALg − ∫A£Lm
= −∫ d(AyLg)− ∫ d(AyLm)
:=
∫
d(⋆
g
C) (B5)
Of course, if ⋆
g
C is null on the boundary of the integration region we have δA = 0. On
the other hand if we write [17]
A = −1
2
∫
R
√
− det gdx0dx1dx2dx3 + ∫ Lm√− det gdx0dx1dx2dx3 (B6)
24 Komar called a related quantity the generalized flux.
25 V denotes a spacelike hypersurface and S = ∂V its boundary. Usualy the integral E is calculated at a
constant x0 time hypersurface and the limit is taken for S being the boundary at infinity.
26 Please do not confuse δ with δ
g
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we have (writing Eµ := Gµ−T µ where Gµ := Rµ− 1
2
Rϑµ are the Einstein 1-form fields27 and
T µ = T µν ϑν the energy-momentum 1-form fields28 and recalling that DµGµν = 0 = DµT µν)
δA = −1
2
∫
Eµν(LAg)µν
√
− det gdx0dx1dx2dx3
= −∫EµνDµAν√− det gdx0dx1dx2dx3
= −∫Dµ(EµνAν)√− det gdx0dx1dx2dx3
= −∫ (∂y
g
EνAν)τ g
=
∫
⋆
g
δ
g
(EνAν)
= −∫ d⋆
g
(EνAν) (B7)
From Eqs.(B5) and (B6) we have immediately that
∫
d(⋆
g
EνAν) + d(⋆
g
C) = 0, (B8)
and thus
δ
g
(EνAν) + δ
g
C = 0 (B9)
Thus the current C ∈ sec∧1T ∗M is conserved if the field equations Eν = 0 are satisfied.
An equation (in component form) equivalent to Eq.(B9) already appears in [15] (and also
previously in [3] ) who took C = EνAν +N where δ
g
N = 0.
Here to continue we prefer to write an identity involving only δAg =
∫
δLg. Proceeding
exactly as before we get putting G(A) = GµAµ there exists P ∈ sec
∧1T ∗M such that
∂yG(A)+∂yP = 0. (B10)
and we see that we can identify
P := −GµAµ + L (B11)
where δ
g
L = 0. Now, we claim that we can find L ∈ sec∧1T ∗M such that P = −GµAµ+L =
δdA. Let us find L and investigate if we can give some nontrivial physical meaning to such
P ∈ sec∧1T ∗M
27 Gµ = Gµνϑν where Gµν = Rµν − 12δµν are the components of the Einstein tensor.
28 The energy momentum tensor is T =T µυ ϑ
ν ⊗ eµ.
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In order to prove our claim we observe that we can write
GµAµ = RµAµ − 1
2
RA
= ∂ ∧ ∂A− 1
2
RA
= ∂ ∧ ∂A+ ∂ · ∂A− 1
2
RA− ∂ · ∂A
= ∂2A− 1
2
RA− ∂ · ∂A
= −δ
g
dA− dδ
g
A− 1
2
RA− ∂ · ∂A (B12)
Then we take
P := −GµAµ − dδ
g
A− 1
2
RA− ∂ · ∂A = δ
g
dA (B13)
and of course29
L = −dδ
g
A− 1
2
RA− ∂ · ∂A (B14)
Thus since GµAµ = T µAµ := T (A) we have
δdA = −T (A)− dδ
g
A− 1
2
RA− ∂ · ∂A (B15)
We can write Eq.(B15) taking into account that R = −T = −T µµ and putting F := dA as
δ
g
F = −JK (B16)
JK = T (A)− 1
2
TA+ dδA+ ∂ · ∂A (B17)
Eq.(B17) gives the explicit form for the Kommar current30. Moreover, since δ
g
F = ⋆d ⋆ F
d ⋆ F = ⋆−1
(
T (A)− 1
2
TA+ dδ
g
A+ ∂ · ∂A
)
(B18)
= ⋆
(
−T (A) + 1
2
TK− dδ
g
A− ∂ · ∂A
)
(B19)
and thus taking into account Stokes theorem
∫
V
d ⋆ F =
∫
∂V
⋆ F
29 Note that since δ
g
(GµKµ) = 0 it follows from Eq.(B14) that indeed δ
g
L = 0.
30 Something that is not given in [15]
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we arrive at the conclusion that the quantity
E := − 1
8π
∫
S=∂V
⋆F (B20)
=
1
8π
∫
V
⋆
(
(T (A)− 1
2
TA+ dδ
g
A+ ∂ · ∂A
)
(B21)
Remark 11 As we already remarked an equation equivalent to Eq.(B20) has already been
obtained in [15, 16] who called that quantity the conserved generalized energy. But according
to our best knowledge Eq.(B21) is new and it shows explicitly that all terms in the integrand
are legitimate 3-form fields and thus the value of the integral is, of course, independent of
the coordinate system used to calculate it.
However, considering that for each A ∈ sec TM that generates a one parameter group
of diffeomorphisms of M we have a conserved quantity it is not in our opinion appropriate
to think in this quantity as a generalized energy. Indeed, why should the energy depends on
terms like dδ
g
A and ∂ · ∂A if A is not a dynamical field?
We know from Eq.(1) that when A is a Killing vector field the term dδ
g
A = 0 and ∂ ·∂A =
T (A)−T
2
A and thus Eq.(B21) reads
E = 1
8π
∫
V
⋆(T (A)− 1
2
TA) (B22)
which is a conserved quantity31 which at least is directly associated with the energy-
momentum tensor of the matter plus non gravitational fields32. For a Schwarzschild space-
time, as well known, A = ∂/∂t is a timelike Killing vector field and in his case since the
components of T are T µν =
4pi√− det gρ(r)v
µvν and v
ivj = 0 (since v
µ = 1√
g00
(1, 0, 0, 0)) we get
E = m.
Remark 12 Originally Kommar obtained the same result directly from Eq.(B21) supposing
that the generator of the one parameter group of diffeomorphism was A = ∂/∂t, so he got
E = m by pure chance. Had he picked another vector field generator of a one parameter
group of diffeomorphisms A 6= ∂/∂t, he of course, would not obtained that result.
31 Observe that when A is a Killing vector field the quantities
∫
V
⋆ T (A) and
∫
V
1
2
⋆ TA are separately
conserved as it is easily verified.
32 An equivalent formula appears, e.g., as Eq.(11.2.10) in [33]. However, it is to be emphasized here the
simplicity and trasnparency of our approach concerning traditional ones based on classical tensor calculus.
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Remark 13 The previous remark shows clearly that the above approach does not to solve
the energy-momentum conservation problem for the system consisting of the matter plus non
gravitational fields plus the gravitational field. It only gives a conserved energy for the matter
plus non gravitational fields if the spacetime structure possess a timelike Killing vector field.
To claim that a solution for total energy-momentum of the total system33 problem exist it
is necessary to find a way to define a total energy-momentum 1-form for the total system.
This can only be done if the spacetime structure modelling a gravitational field (generated
by the matter plus non gravitational fields energy-momentum tensor T) possess additional
structure, or if we interpret the gravitational field as a field in the Faraday sense living in
Minkowski spacetime as discussed in [10, 27].
Remark 14 More important is to take in mind that Eq.(B16) where F = dA where A =
g(A,) with A ∈ secTM an arbitrary generator of a one parameter group of diffeomorphisms
of M (part of the structure 〈M, g, D, τg, ↑〉 encodes Einstein equation. However, since it is
only when A is a Killing vector field that the Maxwell like equation Eq.(B16) seems to have
at least some physical meaning in Section 2 we will derive some of the above results again
(with a different and simple method) when A is a Killing vector field. It will be the Maxwell
like equation for this case that will be shown to give place to a Navier-Stokes (like) equation
for an inviscid fluid.
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